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Abstract

Borate glasses continue to be of significant interest, especially in the development of models and understanding of structure/property relations. These glasses are well known in exhibiting substantial structural change in response to different thermal histories, especially in terms of the polyhedra comprising the glass networks. In this work, we study the impact of high temperature compression on the structure and properties of a variety of boron-containing glasses, ranging from simple borates to more complex borosilicate and aluminoborate glasses. The application of pressure at temperatures around Tg enables permanent densification of the glasses, and sizes of the resulting glass pieces are amenable to a variety of characterization approaches, including NMR, Raman and mechanical testing. Compression leads to changes in bulk density and short-range structure involving cation coordination. We also see evidence for alteration of the ring and non-ring BO3 environments as detected by 11B NMR methods, as well as changes in the vibrational modes associated with ring-type superstructural units. The impact of compression on both structure and glass properties will be described.
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